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INDUSTRY

Chemicals

REVENUE

>3 billion CHF approx.

EMPLOYEES

>10,000

Client - Anonymous

A specialty chemicals business unit delivers insight through the 

value chain to point out a major flaw in restaurant illness 

prevention practices.

MEETING THE CHALLENGE

Client developed a new-to-world product—a formula that is used to disinfect 

surfaces killing a large number of harmful bacteria and viruses but, unlike 

conventional disinfecting wipes, it doesn’t require a potable water rinse after 

use. This value proposition should have been very attractive to restauranteurs 

battling high staff turnover, low margins, and a potential reputation risk from 

foodborne/food service outbreaks. However, the initial product launch was 

underwhelming in the first year. Their challenge was fourfold:

1. Disconnect with the end-user due to use of sanitizers and potable water 

rinse for using disinfectants on food contact surfaces.

2. A technical pitch that resulted in customer confusion about where in a 

restaurant this product can and cannot be used.

3. A customer status quo that caused them to overlook the key advantage of 

Client’s product.

4. Difficulty targeting the true customer (restaurateurs) due to the complex 

value chain and multiple players sitting between Client and the end user

CHANGE PERSPECTIVE TO CHANGE POTENTIAL

Client partnered with Challenger to turn around sales for this product, 

beginning by identifying the status quo thinking of restaurant owners. It 

focused around a common problem in the industry: food service outbreaks. 

The Reframe Moment:

THE ILLUSION OF 
CLEAN

“The Challenger program changed 
my conventional thinking of how I 
sold. Before Challenger, I used to sell 
based on good relationships with 
customers. But when I used 
Challenger and delivered a message 
in a new way to one of our toughest 
customers, believe it or not, I got the 
first order after 2.5 months!”
- Sales representative of Client
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BEFORE CHALLENGER

“Because this product is a disinfectant and not  

a sanitizer, it cannot be used in back-of-the 

house due to proximity to food and food prep 

surfaces. It offers complete kill of bacteria and 

viruses compared to competitors which 

merely reduce for bacteria only…”

AFTER CHALLENGER

“Many restauranteurs are aware of the 

financial and reputational damage that results 

from an illness outbreak occurring at their 

restaurant. That’s why they have developed 

and follow food safety guidelines to reduce 

their patron’s exposure to foodborne 

illnesses. However, many restauranteurs don’t 

realize that a patron is about five times more 

likely to get sick from contact with another 

patron than from a foodborne illness. 

Unfortunately, the patron doesn’t know the 

source of their illness—and guess who gets 

the blame…”

Challenger and Client identified that the cleaning and sanitizing practices used 

to prevent outbreaks in restaurants primarily focused on the back of the house, 

such as following food safety guidelines, educating employees on food safety, 

ensuring proper food storage and handling, and using sanitizing products to 

keep food prep surfaces clean. These practices are effective — for illnesses that 

are foodborne and/or originate from sick food workers. What many restaurant 

owners were unaware of is that five times as many infectious disease outbreaks 

are transmitted person-to-person as from food. Further, current cleaning and 

sanitizing practices did not kill viruses (e.g., Norovirus) known to cause food 

service outbreaks. The greater threat is walking through the restaurant’s front 

door — patrons who are sick and don't feel like cooking, or patrons who do not 

yet know they are sick, are more likely to infect healthy patrons than the food 

is. But who gets the blame when a customer comes home from a meal with a 

stomach bug? 

This commercial insight helped Client solve two of their problems, but they still 

had a difficult time getting this insight in front of their end customers due to 

the long and complex value chain their product moves through. Challenger 

then brought in creative agency Carbon Design who built this commercial 

insight into a modular sales presentation that could be tailored for different 

customers: an infographic targeted at formulators and their restaurateur 

customers, as well as an infographic that wipe brands can use to target 

consumers at home in their own residential kitchens. Within a few months, the 

results started to roll in:

https://carbondesign.co/
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• First Challenger sale occurred in Q4 -2018 (a few months after the 

Challenger Content Strategy workshop) shortly after a customer launched 

the new product at a trade show.

• Client now sees significant sales traction since the product re-launch, which 

is respectable for a niche category.

• Sales presentation and infographics are continually used in sales 

presentations and industry events.

• Client gained access to their customers’ customers for the first time —

several of whom have ordered samples of the product to test immediately 

after hearing the insight.

Infographic Targeting Formulators and Restaurateurs:
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Infographic Targeting Consumers:


